
Don’t have a Clu on how to play?  We’ll break it down for you!

I know some of you are wondering... “How much is this gonna cost me?”

This is just like Bingo except we play MUSIC
instead of call out numbers.

Chair or stool dancing and singing during all
three game formats are highly encouraged.
Ties will be broken by picking a letter M I N G O and the
next letter to come up on the music player wins the tiebreaker.

You can play up to two cards per game if you
share our Facebook status or retweet us on Twitter.
You must play ALL MINGO games prior to the
jackpot round to be eligible to win the jackpot round.
You can still win the consolation prize if you don't play
all of the MINGO games for the final JACKPOT game.
You may use apps on your phone like Shazam or Sound
Hound to help you mark spaces on your MINGO card.
All prizes and jackpots are determined by
the location that is sponsoring the event. 
Many have specials going on, so enjoy those
benefits while you are enjoying the game.

The center space is not an artist or a song title.
It is a FREE space.

The Mingo host will determine the type of game.
(Normal Bingo-5 in a row, X, Cross, Double Bingo, 4 Corners, Cover all, or any other variation)
.
When you get a BINGO, yell out MINGO!
Please wait for the host to verify you are the WINNER!
There are three types of games played.
We tell you the letter and you mark the associated space.

Artist - you mark the performer or band that is performing the song.
Song Title - you mark the title of the song that is being played.
Finish the Lyrics - as the song plays, all participants are
encouraged to sing along.  When the song cuts off continue to sing. 
The next lyrics, after the song cuts off, are going to be the lyrics that you
mark on your MINGO card.

IT’S FREE!

www.getaclutrivia.comVISIT OUR WEBSITE TODAY FOR GAME TIMES AND LOCATIONS


